GLOBAL ACCREDITATION AT A GLANCE

CEPH accreditation outside of the United States supports quality assurance in public health education in many regions of the world and facilitates the sharing of creative approaches and unique perspectives among accredited units. The global nature of many public health issues and priorities makes these relationships increasingly valuable and relevant. CEPH accredited its first program outside the United States in 2006 and currently accredits nine schools and programs in six countries.

SNAPSHOT OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES 2017-2019

7 requests for initial consults
6 units invited to submit application
3 initial applications accepted
2 initial accreditations approved

Initial Accreditations
2017: One SPH (Taiwan)
2018: One PHP (Israel)

CEPH GLOBAL ACCREDITATION, DECEMBER 2019

9 accredited units
3 units preparing for site visits in <2 years
4 units actively working on applicant submission
10 units actively in contact with CEPH